


“A touch of gold 
between the lines”

Firas AlMajzoub



FIRAS MAJZOUB INTERIOR ARCHITECTS
,
 design 

creations manifest themselves in aesthetic expressions that 
combine art and science together to indulge the senses and 
stimulate delightful experiences.

The uniqueness of our interiors stems from the company›s 
commitment to create physical environments that positively 
impact the lives of its users in innovative ways which 
creatively blend the physical, spiritual, cultural and natural 
aspects of the environment. 

Since its establishment in 2006, the company has catered 
innovative and unique interior design solutions for a wide 
range of clients in the Middle East positioning itself as an 
emerging leader in the field. The company›s rich portfolio 
includes private and public sectors projects ranging from 
residential and hospitality projects to commercial and leisure 
amenities. 

ABOUT FIRAS MAJZOUB INTERIORS 1

FIRAS MAJZOUB INTERIOR ARCHITECTS seek to create a new 
paradigm of interior design in Jordan and the region utilizing the 
latest technologies and international standards. We specialize in 
providing the highest level of expertise and innovation. We have a 
distinctive ability to understand our clients› needs and transforming 
space in a way that serves these unique needs.

We work diligently to understand the spirit and nuance of your 
culture so we can provide you with the best design solutions, and 
a successful project that exceeds your expectations. 

We guarantee the originality of the design solutions we offer to our 
diverse clientele which are delivered with the highest standards and 
levels of innovation and authenticity 



“To say that something is designed means it 
has intentions that go beyond its function. 

Otherwise it’s just planning.”     Ayse Birsel2



FIRAS MAJZOUB INTERIORS provides:

1) Design

We provide customized interior design consultancy and 
solutions that fit clients› requirements based on our 
belief that a design›s aesthetic value is not only derived 
from its monetary value but also from its relevance, 
innovation and functionality  

The company offers various packages based on scale, 
volume of work and the amount of specialist design & 
installation input that clients require. Such packages 
vary from concept development, detailed design plans, 
furniture design and guidelines manual development 
catered to projects in the following spheres:

• Residential
• Commercial and retail
• Leisure
• Hospitality

2) Execution

Our team excels in transforming space into aesthetic 
fantasies. We offer our clients reliable execution services 
which include consultancy, renovation and adaptation 
services based on the highest standards and most 
efficient implementation methodologies. 

Our execution services are paired with our design 
consultancy or provided independently with the highest 
standards of execution and attention to details.

FIRAS MAJZOUB INTERIOR ARCHITECHTS have 
distinguished expertise in executing hospitality projects 
including 5-star hotels and beach resorts.  
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3) Supervision 

Because we are committed to transforming our 
clients’ fantasies into ravishing realities, we provide 
supervision services that ensure the proper 
implementation of space conversion. Our supervision 
services complement our design consultancy and 
execution services to ensure that the project is 
handled properly and according to the highest 
international standards of quality, functionality, style 
and efficiency. 

All our services are rendered in the most professional, 
detail-oriented and timely manner to ensure the 
provision of the best value of clients› investment and 
money.



“Design is in everything we make, but it’s also between 
those things. It’s a mix of craft, science, storytelling, 

propaganda, and philosophy.”    Erik Adigard 4



The connection between FIRAS MAJZOUB INTERIORS
,
 approach to projects and the team›s 

working methodology is indicative of the company›s philosophy. 

We tackle projects with a «lean» approach through effective team leadership, high caliber 
team members and attention to details during execution.

Our team is involved in the cycle of each project from the moment of initiation to the moment of 
close-out. This entails the team›s engagement and effectiveness in setting forth the project›s 
goals and timelines, identifying the challenges and how they can be overcome, making timely 
modifications and respo nding rapidly to clients› needs. 

Our facilities have been designed to empower our team and spark its innovation and 
excellence. FIRAS MAJZOUB INTERIORS

,
 headquarters reflect the company

,
s values and 

vision. Situated in Jordan›s most cultural and artistic district, our offices are a landmark that 
stands for superior interior design transcending borders to reach clients around the globe. 
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“There ain’t no 
rules around 
here. We’re trying 
to accomplish 
something.”    
Thomas Edison 



7ACCOMPLISHMENTS
FIRAS MAJZOUB INTERIORS

,
 affluent portfolio of premium projects reflects its advanced level or 

professionalism and excellence… a glamorous luminary in the sphere of interior design and execution.  
Under the distinguished leadership of its chief interior designer Firas Majzoub, the company prides itself 
with the wide range of successful and outstanding projects it has implemented since its inception. 

Our accomplishments include residential projects, 5 star hotels, and retail stores, private and public facilities.  
At this point, the design becomes ready for creation and our team facilitates the transformation of the ideas 
into aesthetic and practical fantasies. 



WORK PROCESS
Concept. Schematic. Development. Details  
Our work process is structured based on a carefully studied methodology that ensures the efficiency and 
effectiveness of our work, all along providing our clients with clear direction and understanding of their project›s 
status and details.

1) Concept Development
The initiation phase entails concept development for the project which doesn›t 
only take into consideration the visual or ambient enhancement of an interior 
space but also seeks to optimize and harmonize how the built environment 
will be utilized.

In this phase we conduct the space study, develop the layout plan and identify 
the brand requirements and needed equipment for the facility, as the residence 
life style and back ground. Throughout this phase special attention is given to 
circulation and identification of the functionality of each area and how each 
element of the space is related to the rest of the components.

2) Schematic Design  
Once the client approves the concept, our team proceeds to developing the 
schematic design which builds on the concept and adds to it the various design 
accents such as the color schemes and layout. 

This phase is a multi-faceted endeavor which blends creative and technical 
solutions together within a structure to achieve a built interior environment that 
satisfies clients› needs and links space to business strategies and goals. FIRAS 
MAJZOUB INTERIORS provides functional solutions that enhance the quality of 
life of users and are aesthetically attractive. The schematic design is created with a 
multi dimensional approach that tackles the physical location and social context of 
the project taking into consideration the client›s requirements all along.
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3) Design Development
FIRAS MAJZOUB INTERIORS

,
 designs adhere to code and regulatory 

requirements and support environmental sustainability

In this phase our team further works on space as a unit by itself and also as 
a component of a whole project. During this phase, the concept is developed 
further and synthesized into a well defined and feasible design. The schematic 
drawings are revised and further refined then transformed into 3D for client›s 
final approval.

4) Detailed Drawings
Once the project reaches the «details» phase, FIRAS MAJZOUB INTERIORS

,
 team 

refines and fixes the design in addition to working out all the details, including the 
selection of items & materials and highlights for electro-mechanical needs. 

At this point, the design becomes ready for creation, where our team facilitates the 
transformation of the ideas into aesthetic and practical fantasies. 
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Executive Office & Business  Lounge
Riyadh, KSA 
450 sqm  

Design         Execution        Supervision   
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12
Commercial space
(Press and Management offices)
Amman, Jordan
300 sqm 

Design         Execution        Supervision   
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Commercial space
(Press and Management offices)
Amman, Jordan
300 sqm 

Design         Execution        Supervision   14
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Luxury Leisure and beach entertainment spot
O Beach 
Dead Sea, Jordan
15,000 sqm of interior and furnishing execution.

Design          Execution        Supervision   
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18
Luxurious Residential Apartments
Amman, Jordan
300 sqm 

Design         Execution        Supervision   
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Privately Owned Exquisite Villa 
Amman, Jordan
500 sqm  of Interiors, Exteriors and Landscaping 

Design         Execution        Supervision  
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Private Residential Villa
Amman, Jordan
350 sqm 

Design         Execution        Supervision   
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24
Private Residential Villa
Amman, Jordan
350 sqm 

Design         Execution       Supervision   
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26
Luxury Executive Suites 
Riyadh, KSA
2000 sqm 

Design         Execution        Supervision   
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28
Commercial  and Retail showroom
Amman, Jordan
100 sqm

Design          Execution       Supervision   
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Commercial Outlet (Showroom & Office Space)
Amman, Jordan
700  sqm 

Design         Execution        Supervision   
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“ I never design a building before I’ve seen the site
and met the people using it “ 
Frank LLOYD WRIGHT



Amman - Jordan 
Mob: +962 795 400 818
Email: info@f-almajzoub.com
www.f-almajzoub.com


